Provoking, insightful warm and practical Keynote Speaker

Amy has 30 and 45 minute prepared keynotes. She is warm, engaging and entertaining. She focuses the audience on the importance of human growth and she creates the space for reflection. She will make your audience think and connect with each other, priming them for behavioural activation and stretch.

www.dramysilver.com
How we help people be their best

Having a culture that creates people growth is imperative for workplaces that want to stay relevant and responsive to change. People bring the best version of themselves in psychologically safe teams that have effective communication and enable people growth. These cultures drive engagement, performance and safety despite our ever-changing landscape.
She is indeed an inspiring presenter - intelligent, kind, entertaining and humble. Her message is both disarming and profound, entirely practical and applicable. I immediately acted upon Amy's advice (as is her intent) and myself and my team have since been rewarded in spades. Excuse the somewhat effusive recommendation, but I cannot speak highly enough of Amy and her messages."

- David, Head of Sales
@ Women in Business Conference
Organised by Crowe Horwath
Psychological Safety • Courage • Team working

Psychological safety, courage, team working Psychological safety is paramount for innovation, diversity of thought, connection with each other and our work, effective conversations and closing the gap between what we could do and what we actually do in our VUCA world. It is the foundation from which we can give our best. In what way is your culture disabling or abling brilliance? In what way is your behaviour disabling or abling the brilliance of yourself or others? This talk is crucial for those working in agile or changing teams, those who need to call on the excellence of each other to create a whole that is greater than the sum of the parts.

“Thought-provoking, informative and engaging. Our guests (including me) loved the session and found it greatly beneficial. In fact we have already locked Amy back into the diary for another event this month”
- Jeremy, Director
Keynote Topics

TRUST: The currency of influence

Rapport • Influence • Communication

Your audience will understand how to maximise opportunities to create quality relationships and conversations. There are solutions to building rapport effectively that centre around our ability to lead and concede. This keynote describes the 9 skills that underlie the creation of trust so that we create opportunity in every conversation.

“A must watch presentation.
- Chris, Principal
Keynote Topics

POWER UP: You have more power than you think

Influence • Self-Development • Bravery

This keynote inspires people to focus on their influence skills and centres on conviction, courage and consciousness of practice. The audience will leave with an understanding of how to tap into their most powerful behaviour and thinking styles so they go stronger and harder towards goals.

“
Amy engages on a personal level and creates an environment where people feel comfortable to learn, experiment and grow.
- Garth, Manager
Contact Amy

DR AMY SILVER - ClinPsyD MPhil MA BSc (Hons) MAPS

phone: +61 421 955 700
email: hello@dramysilver.com
website: www.dramysilver.com